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1 Introduction 

As the internet continues to progress it has become an essential part of people’s every-

day life. It has also become an important channel for consumers to buy regularly every-

thing from shoes to medicine online. An online shopping is a form of e-commerce that 

enables consumers and business owners to combine such commercial activities as buy-

ing and selling products and services online, thus enhancing consumers buying inten-

tion. All the products in online stores are described by their name, description with photos 

and multimedia files, and price. 

Many factors influence consumers to buy a certain product online. Saad Akbar and Paul 

James has identified 9 factors that can influence a consumer to buy a product and is 

very helpful for the retailers. Among the 9 factors, the strongest predictors from highest 

to lowest were: Price, Refund, Convenience, Auction websites, Security, Brand, Search 

engines, Promotion and Online shopping malls. 

According to PWC research these are the main reasons why customers visited an ecom-

merce website: 
- 61% to compare pricing 

- 23% to participate in promotions 

- 41% to look for coupons 

A typical consumer follows multiple ways to find the best price for a product. This means 

that consumers value highly the ability to research prices of the products they are inter-

ested in. There are many product comparison shopping engines and apps available that 

assist the growing need of consumers. 

On the other hand, a product pricing for a seller on e-commerce platform is highly chal-

lenging. Sellers typically consider several factors such as: 

- competition, 

- prices for thousands of products, and 

- steadily changing market situations. 
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A pricing strategy refers to the method a company uses to price their products or ser-

vices. A successful pricing strategy can significantly increase sales, result in better co-

operation with suppliers, and boost revenue. If one does not base the pricing on any 

strategy, chances are that one might set product prices too high or too low. One can lose 

customers if the prices are too high and if the prices are set too low one will get small 

margins. 

Generally, pricing strategies include the following five strategies [1]: 

- Cost-Plus Pricing — simply calculating the costs and adding a markup. 

- Competitive Pricing — setting a price based on what the competition charges. 

- Value-Based Pricing — setting a price based on how much the customer believes 

the product is worth. 

- Price Skimming — setting a high price and lowering it as the market evolves. 

- Penetration Pricing — setting a low price to enter a competitive market and rais-

ing it later. 

This study is focusing on a new tool that can be used for a competitive pricing strategy 

because it helps the retailer to set the price in accordance with what the competition is 

charging and retailers are also able to attract more customers due to their analytical 

approach for online shopping.  

In order to successfully apply and get the benefits of this strategy, the retailers should 

have a solid data collection system to get the fresh product prices from the competition. 

Furthermore, to make the competitive analysis efficient, the retailers need to automate it 

because comparing a big number of product prices with a competitor is a cumbersome 

and time-consuming process. Finally, a presentation of collected data in a pictorial or 

graphical form enables the retailers to see the results of the analysis visually and helps 

them to decide the product prices. 

Currently retailers are using e-commerce technologies such as a competitor price track-

ing software to make the pricing more competitive.  But there is a lack of simple and 

customizable tool that can help to decide a right product pricing. 
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Proposed solution: 

 

Figure 1. The system architecture of this study. 

This study explains the design and implementation of a product comparison tool for the 

retailers with reference to their top 5 competitors. Moreover, this tool helps the retailer to 

decide the product price compared to average market price. Normally, retailers decide 

the product price based on their production and logistics cost.  

This tool chooses top 5 competitors product prices and apply web scraping to retrieve 

the product data such as a product title, a category and a price. There are many ways to 

store the retrieved data. In this study open source browser-based extension was used to 

retrieve the data and stored in an excel sheet. Then the data was imported into a MySQL 

database to normalize it. In normalization process, only relevant or needed data is stored 

in separate table and remove redundant data from that table.  

The data was normalized by matching the product titles and categories and then they 

were stored into a database table. This stored data can be used to compare prices of 

the available products. By applying a comparison algorithm, the product prices can be 

decided.  
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This algorithm will take retailer’s product titles and matches them with competitor’s prod-

uct titles and puts all 5 results in a row which can generate the dashboard. In order to 

understand this data clearly, a data visualization process/tool can be used. 

With the help of Data Studio by Google or Power-BI by Microsoft, the retailer can create 

personalized dashboards with a unique, 360-degree view of their business. The dash-

board will help the retailers to decide the prices of each product based on an average 

market price and a certain competitor product pricing. 

The thesis has been divided into five section. The first section introduces the problem, 

scope or big picture and proposed solution of the study. The second chapter explains 

current state of the system, issues found out in the current system and discussed the 

solution of each problem.  In third chapter, tools and technologies were explained which 

are used in the old system and in the current solution. The fourth chapter described the 

implementation of the proposed solution. The proposed solution consists of various of 

other tools and required various steps to done properly. Finally, the fifth chapter dis-

cussed the overall thesis and provide conclusions.  
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2 Current State 

This study is based on a real time problem faced by an e-commerce store with more than 

ten thousand products in each store. The problem was, how to decide the price of a 

product? Currently, product price was decided based on the following formula. 

Retail Price = [(Cost of item) ÷ (100 - markup percentage)] x 100 

For example, a user wants to price a product that costs user $15 at a 45% markup in-

stead of the usual 50 [2]. Here's how you would calculate your retail price: 

Retail Price = [(15) ÷ (100 - 45)] x 100 
Retail Price = [(15 ÷ 55)] x 100 = $27 

While this is a relatively simply markup formula, this pricing strategy doesn’t work for 

every product in every retail business. 

This formula created two problem for the retailers. The first problem was that some prod-

ucts were sold a lot, and some were sold less.  

The reason of the above problem that retailers are not familiar with the product prices of 

their competitors. They can check product prices using available product comparison 

tool and apps mostly build for end user or customers. But checking prices of thousands 

of products online is a time consuming and cumbersome process which needs to be 

done multiple times depends on season or market, that leads to the second problem. 

The second problem was, how to easily find the product price of competitors and com-

pare them with own products?  

The solution for this problem is to check each product price using a customized tool and 

compare them with own products. Moreover, a visual representation of these compared 

product can help the retailer in deciding product prices, increase sales and profits. The 

online store was hosted on Sonassi, Magento was used as an ecommerce platform 

which is based on PHP, MySQL, CSS and HTML. 
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3 Theoretical and Technical Framework  

This chapter explain the tools and technical Framework used in the existing system. It 

also explains the details of tools and technologies used in the proposed solution. The 

existing retailer online store was developed using Magento framework which is based on 

PHP-MySQL, html and CSS. Sonassi was used for hosting and storage purpose. 

The proposed solution is designed and developed using various tools. Firstly, web scrap-

per was used for scrapping the online stores data. MySQL database was used to save 

the data. Finally, Google Studio was used for visualizing the data and for dashboard 

creation etc. 

3.1 Online shopping and online store 

Online shopping is a convenient and time saving way for consumers to directly buy goods 

and services from a retailer over the internet. Consumers do not need to travel or wait in 

lines and online stores are open all the time. They are accessible from anywhere and 

anytime. Modern online stores provide rich information to consumer about a product such 

as price, availability and quantity. Moreover, consumer can use various online tools and 

apps to compare and make purchase decisions among various products and service [3]. 

3.2 Magento 9.1 

Magento known as open source ecommerce platform which helps creating online stores 

and can be managed by merchants, it comes with free Community version (CE) and paid 

Enterprise version (Strong support, many built-in feature). More than 50 payment gate-

ways, many plugin and extensions make Magento development easier and its strong 

developers community contribution [4]. Figure 2 shows the folder structure of Magento 

community version 1.9.3. 

In this study own store data such as product prices, product title and product purchase 

total count which is taken from Magento database, Google analytics and physical store 

system is used to compared with three or four competitors store data. 
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Figure 2. File structure of Magento CE 1.9.3. 
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3.3 Php-MySQL, CSS and HTML 

PHP is a server-side scripting language that was introduced for developing dynamic web 

applications. PHP code is embedded into HTML source file with PHP tags an interpreted 

by web server. 

“The original PHP release was created by Rasmus Lerdorf in June 1995, to make various 

common web programming tasks easier and less repetitive. The name originally stood 

for “Personal Home Page,” but has since become a recursive acronym, standing for 

“PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor.” The goal of that release was to minimize the amount of 

code required to achieve results, which led to PHP being HTML-centric—that is, PHP 

code was embedded inside HTML [5]. 

Its mixture of different language e.g. Perl, C and Java programming, due to its simple 

structure, easy connectivity with MySQL database and ability to do all kind of things be-

come famous in developer’s community.  

“MySQL, the most popular Open Source SQL database management system, is devel-

oped, distributed, and supported by Oracle Corporation. 

MySQL is a database management system. A database is a structured collection of data. 

It may be anything from a simple shopping list to a picture gallery or the vast amounts of 

information in a corporate network. To add, access, and process data stored in a com-

puter database, you need a database management system such as MySQL Server. 

Since computers are very good at handling large amounts of data, database manage-

ment systems play a central role in computing, as standalone utilities, or as parts of other 

applications [5]. 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a style sheet language used for describing the presen-

tation of a document written in a markup language like HTML. [5] CSS is a cornerstone 

technology of the World Wide Web, alongside HTML and JavaScript. 

3.4 Sonassi 

Sonassi provides specially modified hosting for Magento with reference of MageStack, it 

provides all components, documentation to help Magento Developers and retailers with 

full ROOT access to server, PCI compliance. 
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Sonassi offers free migration, no setup fee, premium support if needed (Charged in 

minutes used), really good in security point of view, Sonassi internal scan system once 

a day give administrator or developer full scan report which includes check for all Ma-

gento and third-party extension security check, difference report for JavaScript, PHP and 

CSS, difference report play vital role in debugging when some change happens, some-

time developers set some files in .gitignore (means changes in these file won’t show in 

Version Control) so those changes can only be tracked by MageScan file difference logs. 

Automatic scheduled backup, cache clearance facility, system health check and sending 

warning or updates make it different from normal hosting providers [7]. 

3.5 Web Scrapping 

Web Scraping known as “web data extraction”, “data harvesting”, “web crawling” or “web 

spidering” to extract data from websites with http (hypertext transfer protocol). The first 

step is extract data from the online websites [8].  

With Web Scraping it's possible to get all visible data on a html page in excel format or 

CSV format, then it can be checked and imported to database or Big Query for next 

phase of analysis. 

Figure 3 shows Web Scraped data from competitor 1 and competitor 2 with mean price, 

price difference (pre-calculated price difference which can be used later for dashboard), 

availability and brand name etc. 

 

Figure 3. Web Scraped data example. 
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3.6 Open Web Scrapper 

This study has used the Open Web Scraper tool. These tools are now part of famous 

browsers and available as an extension such as Google Chrome Web Scraper Browser 

extension. Anybody can install the Web Scraper extension from the chrome web store 

to make it an easy to use data scraping tool and its free to use. The best part is, you can 

stay in the comfort zone of your browser while the scraping happens. This tool does not 

demand any technical skills, and anybody can use it for quick data scraping [9]. 

Once browser extension is installed user need to go to Chrome Browser menu -> View 

-> Developers ->Inspect Element -> Web Scraper. 

 

Figure 4. Screenshot of Open Web Scraper.  

3.7 Commercial Tools for Web Scrapping 

In Web Scraping there are many challenges to do repetitive task or it depends how often 

you scrape data from a website, you IP can get blocked etc. to avoid these kinds of 

situation and some commercial solutions solved some problems and gave freedom in 

form of Webhooks and Scheduling [10]. 

3.7.1 Webhooks 

In Web scraping web hooks are used to fetch selected data, it can be one element or 

multiple object and can be configured, when to run and what to fetch.  
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Choosing right webhook with right fetching frequency can make big difference, plus it 

also depends on how much data you are planning to fetch. 

3.7.2 Scheduling 

In Web scraping scheduling used to schedule Webhook, you can define at what time and 

how frequently a specific Webhook event take place. Commonly its used to fetch full 

follow. 

3.8 MySQL database 

This study has used MySQL an open source relational database management system. 

The web scraping tool retrieved the data in a CSV format which needs to be imported to 

a database system. A database system like MySQL provides many features such as 

filtering the data, normalize the data and searching the required data. Furthermore, it can 

be integrated to any data visualization software such as Data Studio by Google as a 

data-source [6].  

 

Figure 5. Screenshot of MySQL table with columns and rows. 

3.9 Comparison shopping engines 

Comparison shopping engines helps the consumer to find the best price of a product. 

These engines respond the results to the consumer's search query into single results 

page. This page contains collective product information such as pricing and retailer in-

formation. These engines also give ecommerce retailers a glance to see what types of 

prices are attracting their customers into a purchase, attract new customer and increase 

sales. They will also see which competitors are being shown to your customers. Some 

of the popular pricing comparison websites are listed below [11] [12]. 
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3.9.1 Vertaa 

Vertaa.fi is Finland’s large comparison site, where consumers can compare products 

based on the price, delivery time and reviews. The site provides consumer to search 

products by category and it also lists the products by category. 

A user can search a product directly into the search field. Another option is to browse 

the desired categories and select the desired product. To start the search the user needs 

to enter the required product and press enter. After that the search engine will start 

searching the products and shows all the relevant products and its price as shown in 

Figure 6 [13]. 

 
 

Figure 6. Vertaa search result page. 
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Figure 7. Vertaa product detail page. 

When user selects the required product and click more. On the next page the user can 

see more detail of the product. The detail consists of its price, availability in other stores, 

delivery time as shown in Figure 7.  

3.9.2 Hintaseuranta 

This website fetches the prices for one product group and then provides the user with 

price comparisons from different websites. It also contains different search and filtering 

options. It can see where the desired product is sold at the lowest price. You can also 

see recent product price trends on the site. 
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Figure 8. Hintaseuranta search result page. 

This website works on the same mechanism as vertaa.fi but it provides more search and 

filtering options. User can search the product directly from the search field. Figure 8 

shows the results of the product search and shows all the products with the give name 

and prices in the main right view. In the left view it shows different options for the user to 

select such as price range, departments, manufacturer, rating of the product etc. 

User can select the desired product and its detail. The detail page can be seen in Figure 

9. This page contains various information such as the user can see the description about 

the product, actual price of the price, product price including delivery charges, availability 

in different stores, price in different stores and estimated delivery time [14]. 
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Figure 9. Hintaseuranta product detail page. 

3.9.3 Shopzilla  

This website comes in Google’s top ten comparison websites, but it provides less infor-

mation about a product and its prices. Figure 10 shows the result of a searched product. 

It shows the list of products in the main view and its prices. Left view of this page shows 

different filtering options such as price range, brands, different stores details etc. If a user 

clicks on any product, site will redirect user to that specific site which sells that product 

[15]. 
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Figure 10. Shopzilla search result page.  

3.10 Pricing strategies 

The greatest challenge for a retailer is to accurately price their product and service. A 

good pricing strategy helps the retailer to decide the price of their products. As a retailer 

various questions popped up into the mind while thinking about the pricing strategies for 

ecommerce. Questions such as How do you really determine what the fair price is? How 

do you know the real worth of a product you are trying to sell? Five common approaches 

are listed below [16]. 

- Cost-plus pricing 

- Competitive pricing 

- Value-based pricing 

- Price skimming 

- Penetration pricing 
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3.11 Normalize Data 

The web scraping tools provides the data in a CSV format that data needs normalization 

further. Normalization is the process of efficiently organizing data in a database. As web 

scraped data from different online stores which needs to be normalized by filtering or 

taking only needed data. 

3.12 Data Visualization 

Data visualization tools provide an accessible way to see and understand trends, outli-

ers, and patterns in data. It involves the creation and study of the visual representation 

of data. To communicate information clearly and efficiently, data visualization uses sta-

tistical graphics, plots, information graphics and other tools. Numerical data may be en-

coded using dots, lines, or bars, to visually communicate a quantitative message. Effec-

tive visualization helps users analyze and reason about data and evidence. It makes 

complex data more accessible, understandable and usable. Users may have particular 

analytical tasks, such as making comparisons or understanding causality, and the design 

principle of the graphic (i.e., showing comparisons or showing causality) follows the task. 

Tables are generally used where users will look up a specific measurement, while charts 

of various types are used to show patterns or relationships in the data for one or more 

variable [17]. 

3.12.1 Power-Bi 

Power BI Desktop designed for desktop or local computers, it’s easy to use, connect to 

any data source or connect one then one data source at a time by data modeling, after 

connection, data can be filtered and visualized in dashboard and reports, its easily share-

able by Power BI service. Initial plan was to use Power BI as Google’s Data Studio of-

fered was only to premiums customers [18].  

It supports hundreds of data connections and all Power Bi reports can be view on most 

of latest mobiles and tablets with the help of Power BI apps. 

Figure 11 shows demo example of Power BI report dashboard, for desktop, mobile and 

tablet.  
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Figure 11. Power BI Dashboards for Desktop, Mobile & Tablet. 

3.12.2 Data Studio by Google 

Data Studio is Google’s reporting solution for power users who want to go beyond the 

data and dashboards of Google Analytics. The data widgets in Data Studio are notable 

for their variety, customization options, live data and interactive controls (such as column 

sorting and table pagination). Data sources include Google products (Analytics, Ad-

Words, Search Console, Sheets, YouTube, etc.), database connectors, file upload, and 

“community” connectors to popular marketing services [18]. 

Google Data Studio started out as part of the enterprise Google Analytics 360 suite. In 

May 2016, Google announced a free version of Data Studio for individuals and smaller 

teams. At the time, there were differences between the paid version and the free version, 

such as the number of reports that could be created per account. By February 2017, 

Google announced free, unlimited Data Studio reports.  Since then, the free version of 

Google Data Studio has continued to add powerful features and usability enhancements. 

Reason to switch from Power-BI to Data Studio? 

Power-Bi tool is an expensive tool to use as it has subscription-based cost. It was feasi-

ble to use for one user but for multiple users it costs extra money. At the same time 

Google was providing a free to use tool for dashboarding and data visualization that is 

called Data Studio.  It was the main reason to switch to Google Data Studio. 
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Figure 12. Google Data Studio Search Console. 
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4 Implementation 

The implementation of this tool consists of various other tools and required various steps 

to work properly. Firstly, products data were required from three different competitors 

online stores. 

4.1 Web scrapper setup 

For the data collection, an Open Web Scraper browser extension was used in Chrome 

browser. This browser extension needs a sitemap to extract the relevant data, which can 

be defined once and imported to scrape data multiple times. A user needs to create the 

sitemap based on the keywords such as a store URL or root access location, main cat-

egory links, sub-category links, product title, product price and product stock. A script is 

generated based on the sitemap and it can be visualized in graph format as a sitemap 

shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 13. Web Scraper sitemap. 

This sitemap can be saved and re-used in future without repeating the same process. 

After this, a data preview is generated as shown in Figure 14. The preview shows the 

data coming from the online stores. The preview contains different information in tabular 

format. First column tells the order number, second column shows URL of the online 

store from where the data is coming, third and fourth column shows the product category 

and its corresponding web link such as phone, fifth column and sixth columns shows the 

subcategory and its corresponding link  of the product such as Touch phones, seventh 

columns depicts the actual product and its corresponding link. The links can help the 

user to go directly to the product store. The eighth column shows the actual product 

name and ninth column shows the price of the product [9]. 
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Figure 14. Data preview before scraping is completed [9].  

Later the data was exported as CSV (comma-separated values) format as shown in Fig-

ure 15. CSV is a simple file format used to store tabular data, such as a spreadsheet or 

database. The same procedure is used to get other three stores product data and saved 

into three different CSV files. Total four CSV files were generated using this process.  

 

 

Figure 15. Web scraped data extracted/download file in CSV format. 
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4.2 Import CSV data into MySQL database 

The tabular form data in CSV files can easily imported to any database. In this study, the 

data is imported to MySQL database. The competitor’s data were stored in three sepa-

rate CSV files. To get a single product information user needs to search all these files 

separately. In order to solve this problem, the CSV files were imported to a single data-

base [6]. 

While importing web scraped data CSV files to database there is need to differentiate 

each file data from one another, so an extra column added as ‘store_name’ which rep-

resents store or competitor as shown in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16. All imported CSV files in a single table. 

After getting the data into the database a single table was generated as shown in Figure 

16. The figure shows all the store names as store1, store 2, store 3, store 4, different 

product names, date when the product was retrieved and price of each product. 

4.3 Searching and filtering of data 

Next step is to filter the matching products using the product title. For example, a user 

may want to check if Samsung 4K UHD TV is available in other competitors stores or not 

and if a product stock level is zero that that product price needs to be ignored as out of 

stock product can have old price which can mislead compared prices.  

Then the next step is to find the prices of these matching products as explained in the 

Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17. Products filtered according to the product title. 

After matching the products by title and price the next step was to get most sold and 

least sold products as shown in Figure 18. This process shows the user which products 

have good price as compare to their competitors and which product price needs to be 

improved. Next the average price of each product was collected and can be seen in the 
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same figure. The average price is another way to evaluate the product price and guide 

the user finalize the product price. 

 

Figure 18. Products filtered according to the product title. 

4.4 Visualization of data 

So far, data extracted from 3 different competitors using web scrapping method. Then 

the data was imported to a single database table from 3 different CSV files. After import-

ing the data, data was filtered and compared with competitors’ products. All this data can 

be seen in a tabular form, but this data looks really simple and less interactive. To make 

the output data interactive and colorful, it needs to be view in the form a chart [17]. Firstly, 

the data from excel sheet imported to a excel chart as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 19. The visual form of the data as a chart.  

The above chart shows the average price comparison between stores. The chart takes 

store1 sold product price as a main parameter and shows the product price of competi-

tors. Moreover, it shows the comparison of prices and average price.   The chart shows 

the product sold date at the x-axis; the y-axis shows the quantity of each sold product.  

The product data of each competitor stores shows in different color lines. As dark blue 

line shows the product price of store 1, orange line shows the product price of store 2, 

grey line shows the product data of store 3 and yellow line shows the product data of 

store 4. These lines clearly indicate when store 1 is selling product expensive and when 

it is selling products cheaper as compared to their competitors.    

Finally, the data visualization tool such as Data Studio by Google was used to generate 

a dashboard. 

4.5 Creating Dashboard in Data Studio 

To create a dashboard in Data Studio a user needs to create an account or use an ex-

isting one and needs to define a data resource. Data Studio offers various options as a 

data source and a user can select multiple data sources for a dashboard. Figure 20 

shows supported data source options for creating a dashboard [19 pp. 26, 27, 28]. 
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Figure 20. Supported data source options for creating a dashboard. 

In this study, the above filtered data file discussed in section 4.1 in a CSV format was 

used as a data source. The MySQL database cannot be used as a data source at this 

time because MySQL database should be hosted on a server. After selecting the file, 

user needs to confirm column fields types or aggregation which will help Data Studio in 

dashboard creation. 

 

Figure 21. Columns with names and types which user need to update. 
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After successfully setting up the data source, a use can create the dashboard. Data Stu-

dio offer various chart options, in this study a table chart was used. 

Figure 22 shows the different chart options and different layout and theme options that 

can be easily selected. 

One dashboard can have multiple pages and user can add multiple charts or graphs in 

one page. 

Figure 22. Available chart options.  

The next step is to select the required fields available in the selected data source and 

give this data to the selected chart. For example, one could select product prices and 

average prices from all stores. Figure 23 illustrates the selected interactive chart and 

selected data. A user can view the selected data in different colors and user can see 

extra information by hovering the mouse on any chart bar. 
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Figure 23. Options set for dashboard main chart.  

In Figure 23, next to Data tab there is a STYLE tab, where user can define color or type 

for each store, for example store1 has red color with series as bar and average has 

purple color and series are line. Data and STYLE tabs gives many customization options 

which could be easily used for future improvement. 
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5 Discussions and Conclusions 

This study was based on a real time problem faced by an online store retailer. The prob-

lem was how to decide a right price for a product? The retailer was using a basic formula 

for product pricing. This formula had two main problems 

- Some products were sold a lot, and some were sold less.  

- Finding product prices of competitors and to compare them with own products 

prices. 

This study explained the implementation of a simple tool that can solve the above prob-

lems. The used tools performed the following steps:  

- gathering the competitor’s data,  

- filtering the data,  

- comparing the data and  

- visualizing the data with the help of dashboard. 

In the process of developing the tool the required knowledge was gained in several as-

pects: 

- new tools. 

- Web Scraping technologies, 

- dashboard design for data visualization in Data Studio, 

- server setup and maintenance, 

- documentation, and 

- NDA rules. 

Based on the preliminary feedback from four retailers this tool study can help them to 

adjust their product prices. Moreover, it provides the following advantages: 

- increased sales, average order values,  

- reduced the logistics and supply chain costs, and 

- encourage customers to buy more the one product.  
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